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In the case of the Pygmies, we assume that small size is an adaptation to their environment ... We'll look after thatâ€”it's part of our job anyway to do a little .... they were trying to get 400 thousand million francs from funders like China. Bertrand ... 
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Baka Pygmies, the Turning-point a film by Laurent Maget Transcription



Pierre Kalo Storyteller / Guide I was born here in the forest. I lived in a camp with my parents, not far from the track. We hunted, gathered food ... and sometimes exchanged food with the Bantus. When we went to get food in the village, we arrived at Messok and the Bantus said there's a nun here who needs the Baka people and it might be good for you, as you went to the school in Abong Mbang a little. It might be a good thing to go and see her. So off I go to see the sister. And when I get there she asks - Who are you? - I'm a young Baka. So while we're talking she says - But Kalo, wouldn't it be good to group the Baka here, because they're a bit threatened by the Bantus. - Ah, I said 'Yes I agree. We can try. It might work!'' We came for a walk and saw a whole wood there, where nobody lived. We went to all the camps to ask the Baka if they wanted to come with us and live here. So we arrived in 1972, here, at Le Bosquet.
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Here's the gold mine that I found at Le Bosquet Fernando Ramirez Rozzi – Anthropologist, Biologist – CNRS Director of Research These are the records of births at the Bosquet from the 1980s to today. It is a true mine of information because for the first time we have the precise dates of birth of about 800 Baka children born here at Le Bosquet from 1987 to 2012. This means that for the first time in history we can meet a Baka child or adolescent and know his precise age. Work was done before these notebooks. It was done by Father Ignace Dhellemmes who made cards showing the relation between the various Baka groups. He noted the parents and children on each family card ... and then showed the families in relation to each other. In fact this was real demographic work, a considerable job. So the work of Father Dhellemmes and that of the other missionaries of the time like Father Robert Brisson is fundamental and enables us to be here today. As the aim of our work is to know the growth of the Baka groups, we need precise ages.



Alain Froment – Doctor of Medicine, Anthropologist - IRD Director of Research We prospected for years in Cameroon for our surveys and I discovered the existence of the notebooks when I came to the Bosquet. I understood immediately that it was something extraordinary to be able to use figures for the growth of the children, and especially 'Pygmy' children because these did not exist before. Here, thanks to continuous work for years, we were able to answer the question We are a team of anthropologists. This is a fairly general term that covers human diversity. There's cultural diversity and we have ethnologists and ethnomusicologists in the team—only people who study the cultures of the peoples of the world—and then we have biologists. So we are biologist-anthropologists. We examine the evolution of the human species. And that is why a field like this one that is somewhat at the margin of
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humanity, that is to say a forest environment setting constraints and peoples with fairly special physical characteristics, and a configuration as can be seen here, enables us to illustrate questions of human diversity and adaptation to the environment. Data gathering in anthropology is often a bit tedious—especially anthropometric measurements, what we call biometry. We need this for our studies of growth, whether for both adults and children and we take 10 to 20 measurements that form a treasure of figures that is complicated to use.



Fernando Ramirez Rozzi It is agreed that growth is similar in all modern populations of humans. It must be remembered that growth is a change in dimensions until the adult size is attained. If the size differs between populations, this means that the processes responsible for this size are also different. This difference in size and difference in growth reveal very rich and substantial human biological diversity. In the case of the Pygmies, we assume that small size is an adaptation to their environment, to the forest. But what interests us is how adult size becomes established. Six years of data gathering means that we can now sketch a growth curve for the Baka. And its immediate usefulness—seen very clearly this year—is proof that all the data that we are collecting are applicable.



Alain Froment CoCoCo !! Hello! How are you? Hello little one! Come and see me ... Well that is a pathological case partially explained by chronic parasitism—especially a large liver, a large spleen and also parasitism consisting of both malaria and intestinal worms, and
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certainly an uptake problem. What she eats is not converted into growth.



Fernando Ramirez Rozzi I can't see anything there... I'm going over there... Yes, here we are. Poor Jeannette, it's in red... We measured her in 2007, 2008 and 2009 and you can see that from 2008 to 2009 she lagged and broke with the normal growth curve for Baka women ... and in 2012, here, she is well below the figures for her age. So we see that her height is roughly equivalent to that of children between four and five and a half, and not at all the height of a child of nine and a half. That is to say she has a considerable delay in growth and her mother told us that she had been ill right after her birth and couldn't breastfeed her.



Alain Froment So tell the mother, and this is important, that it is not a question of money so she mustn't hesitate to go to the dispensary. We'll look after that—it's part of our job anyway to do a little correcting when we see pathological cases. It is clear here that we are beyond research. This a medical aspect and that child must be monitored regularly. Fernando Ramirez Rozzi When I came to Le Bosquet for the first time I went towards the meeting hut and introduced myself. I explained the aim of my research here and so I would come often— at least once a year—and I then offered to bring a dentist from time to time who would treat the Baka free of charge. This is why I brought a dentist here for the first time two years ago and here I am for the second time with a dentist at Le Bosquet to thank them for their help.
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Alain Froment In fact the team consists of researchers from a number of different institutes: IRD, CNRS, the Natural History Museum… each with his own origin, culture and training and we have worked on building a concept—human ecology. This interests ethnologists as it is above all the cultural response that serves in mediation with the environment, for immediate adaptation. In the longer term there is a genetic adaptation and so human ecology combines these two bio-cultural approaches to make an entity.



Fernando Ramirez Rozzi Mboto Kalo Mboto Fernando Ramirez Rozzi "Dongue, tondo" ... I collected the others last year: "peke, koko, cana, bokoko" —I already have all these.



Kalo Yes, that's it. It's good for making sauce. Yes, you cut it up like that in small bits, like coconut. You put it with fish. It's very good, like spinach. Kwekoalso comes from umbrella trees—it's food for monkeys. But when you're short of food, you can eat it. Because monkeys eat what man eats.
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Alain Froment Le Bosquet has become a research platform and insofar as our team is multidisciplinary, our students from the Museum have an area for research that we can allow them to use, and this will enable them to explore different directions—Agnès Sjöstrand, Doctoral student in Biological Anthropology at the Museum of Natural History— either in the medical field, in epidemiology, or in the cultural and musicological field, in language and also in the exploration of tastes as here there are hunter-gatherer peoples who have a long specific diet history that is not that of farmers, and one of the hypotheses to examine is whether taste—the perception of foodstuffs—differs in the evolutionary history of diet.



Alain Froment The pygmies traditionally lived in the forest. They were mobile, semi-nomadic and relatively far from the tracks while farmers had chosen to develop their villages along the tracks. Then because of the attraction of the tracks, the pygmies finally arrived along the road too and their numbers increased. So their habitat finally became structured and developed. Moangue-Le Bosquet, which interests us because of the large population, is also interesting as regards cultural evolution. We're in a town! There's a school, a hospital, shops... So tomorrow's way of life is already starting here.



Djény Adjoh Fieh – Owner of a bar at Le Bosquet We're in Djény's bar. This is where they dance and entertain. It's lit from 6 o'clock and people dance until midnight! This is my shop here. There's Castel and juice, cigarettes, there are Maggi cubes, soap, 'chichi' sweets for little girls, powdered chocolate, oil, eggs, King Arthur cake mix ... When I arrived there was only one shopkeeper, called Moussa. There was nobody. And when I arrived I was the second person. So I changed very quickly because when I came to Le Bosquet people made fun of me, saying 'You're
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going to live with the pygmies? You live with the Baka? How are you going to manage there? Those people smell! How are you going to manage with them?' I said no I'm going to earn a living. Money doesn't smell! That's what I said, like that! So they mocked me at the beginning. But as they saw how I had changed after two years they said 'Oh! So Baka money has become clean and you have changed! We're going to set up in Le Bosquet too!' A lot of people have come now. There are already five shopkeepers here. When a Baka man has perhaps five hundred francs, if he wants to buy rice, instead of buying three hundred francs' worth he'll buy a hundred francs worth and might buy alcohol and a packet of King Arthur for four hundred francs. That's the way it goes. He likes wine more than food. But they have no ambition nonetheless. When a man has money he'll spend it immediately and not think about tomorrow.



Kalo I can't do anything in front of the children. I can't even do anything with my son because they encourage him to drink Nofia, which is bad, which kills and which burns the inside of your body. It's a great pity! It's destroying him!



Fernando Ramirez Rozzi Things are changing very fast. Unfortunately the changes are not always for the better. For example, alcohol is arriving strongly and this is a new phenomenon in the last three years.



Alain Froment Alcoholism is not a vice as such but a symptom. It is a symptom of the unhappiness of a population that is seeing things going too fast around it and alcohol is therefore a refuge
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and an escape. This situation is observed in many oppressed minorities and it is a transition.



Geneviève Lomié – Shopkeeper in Lomié Something is not right among the pygmies. Why don't they change? Analyse your pygmies thoroughly to see why they don't become like us. Take a blood sample and send it to the big laboratories and see what they are. See if they really are normal men or if they have different blood, like an animal perhaps or something else.



Bertrand Magbwa Silas– Electrical mechanic – Building industry trainer The pygmies are considered as people to be rejected. The Bantus must understand that the Bakas still have a position in society.



Kalo We now truly need a system to make it understood that the Baka world should really be respected.



Alain Froment It must be understood that the situation is not permanent. The cultures themselves change but we are at a moment when traditional society is experiencing the shock of change. And when , around this, there are development projects that started with timber, bringing workers, bars, prostitution etc... There is an enormous project today ...
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Kalo It's very big! It covers the whole forest from Kongo to Messok, to Messea ... Geovic is going to work everywhere around Lomié, even beyond the river Dja!



Alain Froment So from the ecological point of view it's a project that will have negative effects on the fauna and on forests in general but which from the social point of view is also an opportunity as it brings money, jobs, development, the opening up of the area and in a country like Cameroon the issue is finally that of finding new resources. While preserving natural capital as much as possible. And this is the situation that will develop in the next few years.



Bertrand Magbwa Silas During the prospection phase, Geovic used nearly 250 persons and a direct change in biodiversity, ecosystems and hunting was felt ... Well!



Kalo Everything is falling apart. When we are here in this small settlement called Mbala, if I want to go for a walk I can't see anything because there's nothing. There are so many people here at Le Bosquet! You have to go further to find something... This modern life destroys everything.



Bertrand Magbwa Silas
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Geovic had a summary plan that it showed to the people. They said that there would be at least 2500 direct jobs and nearly 2000 indirect ones. And there are Australians, South Africans, Cameroonians, Congolese, Central Africans…



Oke Minzo family Yes, there's a letter box.



LM and… what's it for?



Oke Minzo family It's for suggestions from the communities concerning the development that Geovic is to bring us. OK, we suggest a lot of things but there are no results. There's information more than a year old ... This has no significance! Recently, the coordinator told us that they were trying to get 400 thousand million francs from funders like China.



Bertrand Magbwa Silas There's something wrong in this funding business. Why? Because I remember that when MacDonald International took the chairmanship of the company they said: 'Geovic does not have a problem of money, but the worst problem is the management'. Somehow, when Geovic say that they don't have money, that they are looking for funding, we think that it means that they are contradicting themselves ...It's still a real mystery. Alain Froment
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As long as the nomadic way of life prevailed, it was finally difficult to identify pygmies as regards civil status in particular. They had no identity cards, they didn't really feel like citizens, but when the settling process began the problem arose and so they became visible. They became citizens and started to pay tax, to be educated and what we are now waiting for is doctors, lawyers and architects from the pygmy community, as from any community in Cameroon.



Jean-Marie Kama Nkeube – Headmaster in Saint Kisito We had 88 pupils at the beginning of the school year and, unfortunately, finished the year with 38. You see, a little more than half left. It seems that the children are less and less interested in school and that's why they leave every day. I was scandalised myself at the beginning of the year when I came here. A mass of traders arrived and I would say that they attracted the Baka children in the wrong direction. You see, Baka children like music. And when there is music during the day when we have classes, it's serious I assure you! It is difficult for the teacher to teach because all the children are attracted by what they hear. You see, it's a school ... And if nothing is done to make it attractive, frankly it is going to disappear. So my plan is first of all to make it attractive so that children become interested and feel comfortable at school.



Laurent Yenjo – Singer and composer of the group Tibola 'Know how to read, count and write and also have knowledge and work well to defend your rights. Training and developing his skills, capacity and talents means that a child will have the chance of having a job that suits him. That is what education is.'
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LM Well? What does this song say?



Pierre Dangassa – Author / Composer / Singer So it means 'Oh my brothers, first we have suffered, we have had much unhappiness and suffering. Our brothers the Nzimés have mistreated us. We have run but have got nowhere. We always run and run and run ...'



Alain Froment Pygmies in general and the Baka here are not at all threatened with disappearance. Quite the opposite. There is remarkable demographic vigour. We see little children everywhere and the dispensary has reduced a death rate that was very high for a long time. Father Dhellemmes' notebooks show that 30 years ago life expectancy was 24 years, that is to say half of the life expectancy to Cameroonian citizens at the time. So this improvement in medicine also results in an improvement in demography. So the population is larger in fact. But the traditional way of life is going to disappear and this is typical of any culture. None are fixed. The issue is simply that of adapting and taking the right turning-point.



Author / Director: Laurent Maget Laboratoire Dynamique de l’évolution humaine – CNRS – 2013
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le grand oral le grand oral 

spatiophobe Â», qui angoisse dans cet environnement fermÃ©,. Â« l'anxieux Â», qui envisage le pire. Ã‡a, c'est moi. Nous grimpons dans un simulateur pour quelques ...
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Transcription du balado 

Animatrice : Bonjour et bienvenue Ã  Â« TA Parlons-en Â», un balado de TA@l'Ã©cole. Dans cette sÃ©rie de balados, nous visons Ã  engager des professionnels de ...
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Transcription du balado 

cette sÃ©rie de balados, nous visons Ã  engager les professionnels de l'enseignement dans des discussions pertinentes concernant l'apprentissage des Ã©lÃ¨ves ...
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Transcription du webinaire 

que les fonctions exécutives dépendent de circuits neuronaux assez ...... [Diapositive : Images d'une main avec un nœud, d'une montre et d'un calendrier.].
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Transcription du webinaire 

activer. Je vais activer vos connaissances et vos expériences antérieures à travers vos cas ou des cas vécus. Je vais fournir quelques définitions clés suite à ça.
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14 sept. 2017 - La dÃ©marche de valorisation du centre-ville engagÃ©e par la Commune ... Serelle, le lancement d'une enquÃªte publique prÃ©alable d'une durÃ©e ...
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En premiÃ¨re manche, il a frappÃ© un triple sur la clÃ´ture Ã  214 pieds du marbre, il a manquÃ© le circuit de trÃ¨s peu. En quatriÃ¨me manche, Vincent s'est repris de ...
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Le grand chelem 

Voici le bulletin web Â« Le grand chelem Â» du mois de mai. Bonne lecture ! ... Effectivement , ces deux tournois approchent Ã  grands pasâ€¦ Du 2 au 8 juillet ...
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Le grand chelem 

Bulletin mensuel, Ã©dition aoÃ»t & septembre 2014. Voici le bulletin web Â« Le ... Pour plus d'informations et les dÃ©finitions sur les rÃ´les de tout un chacun, allez ...
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Le Grand retour 

Tout ce qui se met en travers de notre chemin nous agace. .... gades. Le chemin de fer s'étendait dans toutes les directions, les ..... 3 • L'évitement judiciaire. 37.
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Le grand chelem 

ABM Roussillon est fier de vous faire parvenir son tout nouveau bulletin web, Â« Le grand chelem Â»! Notre objectif est de vous tenir au courant des derniers ...
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